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Paws in Jobland

About Paws in Jobland
Paws in Jobland is an easy-to-use internet tool
designed to introduce children aged 7 to 11 to the
world of work.
In Paws in Jobland, children can explore 21 job areas
and find out about 118 jobs.
Children are helped to find their way around by Paws
the dog, a friendly character that provides a helpful
guide to exploring the program.
In Jobland, children can explore places such as shops,
building site, port, hotel, armed forces, office, airport,
railway station, hospital, TV station, workshop, etc.
Each place contains a number of people who talk to
the children about the job that they do.
In addition to exploring Jobland, children can use other sections of the program, including:
•
•
•

Jobfinder. Children answer questions about their likes and dislikes and are shown the areas of
Jobland where they may like to work in the future.
ABC Search. Children can search for information on jobs that they might have heard about.
Quiz. Children can learn more about jobs and play a picture puzzle game.

Paws in Jobland helps teachers to deliver many elements of the Key Stage 2 Curriculum in a range of
subjects, including English, Mathematics, ICT, Design and Technology, Art and Design, Citizenship, PSHE
and Geography.
Teachers can use the accompanying set of worksheets and teacher’s notes to deliver interesting lessons
where pupils use Paws in Jobland to help them complete a range of activities which also support
Cross-curriculum themes including Creativity, Key Skills and Thinking Skills.
Paws in Jobland is a very useful tool for schools delivering career-related learning at Key Stage 2 and
can be used to deliver many elements of the suggested learning framework.
Paws in Jobland is useful as a careers exploration tool for older students with additional needs.
For more information on Paws in Jobland, visit www.cascaid.co.uk, email enquiry@cascaid.co.uk or call
01509 226868.

